Introduction.
This paper shows how to embed a metric distributive latliceO) [l, pp. 41 and 74] whose modular functional is bounded into a field of sets with a completely additive measure and applies this result to an abstract example of the second general analysis theory of E. H. Moore [10, vol. 1, pp. 14-15] . Moore devised the example as a generalization of Radon's generalization [11 ] of Hellinger integration [4] . Our investigation started with a lattice-theoretic interpretation of Moore's example. We were led to the extension problem in an effort to decide whether Moore's system was really more general than Radon's. Our result may be interpreted as stating that this is not the case, provided we assume bounded measure. We have been unable to answer this question in general. In connection with recent efforts to supply a very general basis for integration theory via lattice theory [2, 12, 3] , it is interesting to point out that Moore's assumption of distributivity is essential in order that his basic matrix be positive.
Even without the application we have in mind, our result on the extension of metric distributive lattices would seem to be interesting and important. The method of proof also has interest in that it combines the results of Stone [13] and of Wallman [14] with methods of MacNeille [8] and of Kakutani [6] .
Our paper falls naturally into two parts. In Part I we present our process of extending a metric distributive lattice. Here we shall use the standard notations of set theory and those special notations of lattice theory which are appropriate in distributive lattices and Boolean rings [l, pp. 96-97] with the following exception. We find occasion to employ a concept which, although used in many parts of mathematics, does not seem to have received a standard name. Roughly, this concept is that of a "set of elements some of which are alike." Precisely, it is the concept of a maximal class of equivalent (non-null) sequences ipa\aÇ_A) of elements of a class Sß= [p] where two sequences (p0|a£v4) and ipß\ß(E.B) are equivalent if there is a one-to-one correspondence a+^ß of A and 73 such that a^ß implies pa -pß-The terminology Presented to the Society, February 26, 1944; received by the editors January 22, 1944. Opinions and assertions expressed in this paper are the private ones of the author and are not to be construed as official or reflecting the views of the United States Navy Department or of the United States naval service at large.
(l) References to the bibliography at the end of the paper will be enclosed in brackets.
collection has recently been used for this concept [7, 9] . For lack of a better word, we shall adopt this terminology. In Part II we discuss the example of Moore. It seems appropriate to us not to forsake the notational style of Moore when discussing his work. We make an attempt in Part II to employ notations in keeping with the spirit of the system Moore developed [10, vol. 1 ] . In fact, we shall adopt the precise system of notation of Moore in the concluding section of Part II. On the other hand, we should find it inconvenient not to employ the terminology of lattice theory, and we retain this terminology throughout the paper.
Part I. An extension of metric distributive lattices
In this part of our paper, L= [a, b, c, -■ -] will denote a metric(2) distributive lattice whose modular functional is p(a). We assume that L has a least element(3) 0 and that(4) p(0) =0. In §1 we extend the definition of p(a) to the set of all finite collections of elements of L and derive the properties of the extended functional. Here we follow closely the method of MacNeille [8] . The field of sets containing L is constructed, with the aid of Stone's result [13] , in §2. A method due to Kakutani [6, p. 533 ] is employed in §3
to derive a completely additive measure under the additional assumption that p(a) is bounded on L. We shall now prove a series of lemmas whose goal is to establish the modular character of the extended functional p on a certain partition of H.
Proof. Consider elements Ä£77, &£L. It is clear that
Lemma 1 is now an immediate consequence of (2) and the definition of p on 77.
Corollary. If fc£L, then pib+b) =0.
Lemma 2. Let ft£77, &£Z, then pih+b+b)=p(h).
Proof. This is clear by two applications of Lemma 1.
Corollary. 7//t£7i, thenp(fi+h)=0. Proof. We shall use induction on the number re. The relation (3) is easily verified if re = 1 by means of the modular character of p and the distributive law in L. Now assume that (3) holds for all fe £77 for which n<q. Consider elements A£77, a, &£L for which n = q. Using Lemma 1, distributivity in L, and the hypothesis of induction, we find that
Corollary. If h, ££77, a, 6£7L, then
Proof. This follows easily by successive applications of Lemma 3. 
Proof. Successive applications of Lemma 3 [cf. 8, p. 454] to p(h) and to p(k) yield the desired decreasing sequences. The same applications of Lemma
By the corollary to Lemma 3, this may be done by the same applications of Lemma 3 which led to A'. Using this result gives p(hk) =p(h'k) =p(h'k') as desired.
LEMMA5.Zei h = Ci+ ■ • • +c"£77be such that the sequence (ci\i = 1, • • • ,ra) is decreasing, then
Proof. This is easy to prove by induction and the use of Lemma 1.
Corollary. For A£77, we have p(h)^0. The same manipulation yields
Again,
Substituting these results in (4) we have
Repetition of this process leads, by Lemma 5, to the lemma if ra is odd. If ra is even, we obtain
Using Lemma 1 and its corollary, we then find that
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The proof is complete.
Lemma 7. If h, ££77, then p(h+k)=p(h)+p(k) -2p(hk).
Proof. Let h and k be as in (1) . We shall use induction on the integer ret. For ret = 1, we proved the lemma as our Lemma 1. Now assume that the lemma holds for all ££77 for which m<q. Consider an element ¿£77 as in (1) 
Using Lemmas 5 and 6, we then find that ßih + k) = ßih) + ßik) -2ßihk).
The induction is complete.
In concluding this section we note the following properties of p on 77.
For h, k, Z£77, we have
Using the preceding lemmas, each of these properties is easily proved.
2. The extension to a metric Boolean ring. Let us now introduce the quasi-metric è(h, k)=p(h + k) on 77. That o(h, k) is a quasi-metric is a consequence of the corollaries to Lemmas 2 and 5 and (iv). The properties (ii), (iii), and (v) then state that the functional p and the operations of multiplication and formal addition are uniformly continuous in the quasi-metric 5. Hence in the partition 93 of 77 by the equivalence relation b(h, k) =0, we may introduce a functional p and operations of multiplication and addition by the following definition.
Definition. For A, 73£93, we define A+B as the unique equivalence class represented by h+k for hÇzA, ¿£73. Under the same hypothesis, we define AB to be the unique equivalence class represented by hk, and we define piA) to be the unique value of ßih) for hÇ^A. The proof is complete. Remark. Our extension is now complete. However, if it is desired to represent the abstract Boolean ring 93 as a more concrete system, we may employ the result of Stone [13] . No complicated procedure such as we have used in §1 is required for this process. It suffices merely to attach the same real number p(A) to the subset which represents A in Stone's construction. 3 . A bounded modular functional yields a completely additive measure.
In this section we shall make the additional hypothesis that
and we shall prove that we may then embed L into a field of sets with a completely additive measure. If L has a unit element, we shall denote it by 1. Even if L has no unit element we may introduce one, when (5) In this part of our paper we shall discuss the example of Moore [10, vol. 1, pp. 14-15]. We first introduce certain well known generalities in §1. This prepares us for the description of Moore's instance in lattice-theoretic terms in §2. The relation of distributivity to the positive character of Moore's basic matrix is discussed in §3. In §4 we show that the identification we propose does not affect the value of Moore's /-integral as applied to accordant vectors.
1. Generalities. Most of the material presented in this section is well known, and we shall, therefore, offer no proofs of the statements contained herein. The main purpose of this section is to introduce the proper notation and terminology with which to state and prove the results of the following sections.
If ^= [p] is a general range, we shall say that a relation 7? on f}Ç is a quasi-order relation (7?50) We may then show that P\ on ^JbI^a is an order relation, R"° D 31°.
If each two-element subset (pi, p2) of "iß has a greatest lower bound pi®p2 and a least upper bound piffip2 in the sense of a relation R"" on ^5^5 we say that (iß, 7?) is a quasi-lattice.
The functions (pi®p2|pip2) and (pi©p2|pip2)
need not be singled-valued, but the subclasses A real-valued function p defined on "iß will be called 7?-monotone (with respect to R"° on 'iß^ß) in case p\Rp2 implies p(pi) ^p(p2). In this case Er preserves ß in the sense that
and we may define pÍPr)=pÍP) ÍPElPr)-The resulting function (p(pfl)|pß) on ^r to the real numbers is then 'R.-monotone. If, further, (^ß, 7?) is a quasilattice, we may consider (by (1.1) ) the additive-multiplicative property (6) (1.2) ß(pi © p2) + ß(pi ® p2) = ßipi) + ßipd- S"r(Pi, pi) = p(pi © pi) -p(Pi ® pi).
We are thus led to consider a second equivalence relation piEpRpi = S^R(pi, pi) = 0.
We note that piERp2 implies piE^Rpi, and hence that the partition ty"R of ty by E"r is coarser than ^r. It may be shown that the partition of ^r by EßR and the partition of ty by 7s"r are isomorphic metric lattices. Our primary purpose in this section is to show that (MI)-(MIV) imply that there is a relation 7? on ^ß'iß which is such that ßß, 7?, ß) is a distributive quasimetric quasi-lattice in which ER=EßR and pi+piÇLpi(Bpi, pi-p2(E.pi®p2-
Proof. We have, by (Mill) and (MIV),
Proof. The condition (MI) insures that 7? is reflexive. To prove that 7? is transitive, consider elements pi, pi, ¿>3££^B such that piRp2 and piRp3. Using It follows that ßipi+p») =ßipi) and that piRp3-Consequently, R is transitive and we have R90.
Lemma 3. The system 0ß, 72) is a quasi-lattice in which each two-element subset (pi, p2) has pi+p2 as a least upper bound and has pvp2 as a greatest lower bound in the sense of the relation R.
Proof. Consider a two-element subset cr = (pi, p2) of ^3. We show first that pi+pi is effective as a least upper bound of a. We have piRipi+p2) and p22?(pi+p2) by the definition of 7? and (MI). Let us consider an element p such that pi7?p and p2Rp. Using (MI)-(MIV), we find that ßip + pi + p2) = ßip + pi) + ßip2) -ßipp2 + P1P2)
ßip) ^ ßiP + Pi + P2).
It follows that ipi+pi)Rp and that pi+p2 is a least upper bound of a. We next prove that pip2 is effective as a greatest lower bound of cr. The relations ipip2)Rpi and ipip2)Rp2 follow immediately from (MI), (Mill), and the defi- Hence we have pR{pip2) and consequently pi • p2 is a greatest lower bound of cr. The proof is complete.
Lemma 4. The function ß is R-monotone.
Proof. If piRp2, we conclude, by (MIV) and the definition of R, that 0(pi)^/3(pi+p2)=/3(p2).
Lemma 5. piERp2~ßipi+p2) =ßipip2).
Proof. The forward implication is trivial by the definitions of R and Er. To prove the reverse implication it suffices to note that, by (MIV) and Lemma 1, we have ßipi+p2)^ßipi)^ßipip2) and ßipi+p2)^ßip2)tßipip2).
Corollary. ER=EßR. Theorem 1. The partition ^r of $ by Er forms with ß and R a system ($, R, ß) which is a distributive metric lattice. Proof. This is clear. 3 . The relation between distributivity and the positive character of Moore's basic matrix. On the basis (MI)-(MIV),
Moore defined a matrix t(pip2)=ß(pi-pi)-He showed that e is positive whenever ß is non-negative. This property of e is essential in the construction of an integration process /, based on e. We shall show in this section that, in a certain sense, the assumption of distributivity is necessary in order that e be positive. The determinant of this matrix is -x^y which is negative unless y = 0. However, if y = 0, the principal minor formed by deleting the first row and the first column of t(a, <r) has the value -xi<0. But this is contrary to the hypothesis that e is a positive matrix. It follows that the partition of $ by EßR is a distributive lattice.
4. Effect of identification on Moore's /-integral. It remains to consider the application of Moore's general theory to the partition ^r of *>P by Er. [November We shall prove in this section that the /-integral, at least as applied to accordant vectors, suffers no alteration in this process. Since the existence of the J-integral is proved, in the general theory, only for vectors which are at least accordant, we are satisfied with this result. Lemma 6. If piERp2 then ßippi) =ßipp2) for every p.
Proof. This is clear by Lemma 4 and the corollary to Lemma 5. Lemma 7. If £ is a vector on 'iß which is accordant as to e and if piERp2, then£ipi)=ïip2).
Proof. Consider a vector £ on ^3 which is accordant as to e, and two elements pi, p2 for which PiErPi.
Define a = ipi, p2) and choose «(pO^O, a(p2) = -aipi). It is easy to verify, using Lemma 6, that S"S,aea = 0, while S"a£ = a(pi)[£(pi) -£(p2)]-Since £ is accordant, we have £(pi) = £(p2).
Definition.
7« the partition "iß« of "iß by Er we define We note that €r is positive and hermitian. Thus, Moore's theory leads to a /«-integral.
To derive a relation between Jr and /, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let '¡übe a number system of type D,^ be a general range, and e on 'iß^ß to 31 be a positive hermitian matrix. Then, if the vectors £ and r¡ are accordant as to e, and if a is a finite subset of *iß, we have J"\r] = Jafy, where en Co" is such that t(oi, Oi) is a maximal nonsingular minor of e(o, cr).
Proof. By Corollary 29.45(2) of Moore's work [10, vol. l] as applied to £" and n, [10, Proof. Let £ be a vector on 'ip and accordant as to e. Consider a vector a on ^3ß and a finite subset o-rCZ^r for which SaRS^RaeRa = 0. Suppose that S"Ra^R ¥■ 0. Select in each PrÇlVr a representative pG.pR-Define ai(p) =cí(Pr) for the chosen representative, define ca(p)=0 for every other element of "¡P, and define a to be the finite subset of ty consisting of the chosen representatives. We have SaScctieai = 0 and S^xi^ = S"Ba^R^0. This is contrary to the assumption that £ is accordant as to e. Consequently, S,Ra^R = 0 and £r is accordant as to €r.
We show next that if cr is a finite subset of $, then (4.2) J¿n = J.JEsna from which (4.1) follows at once. Let triCc determine a maximal nonsingular minor of e(<r, a). Clearly, by Lemma 6, ex(o"iB, Oír) is also a maximal nonsingular minor of €r(<tr, ctr). Equation (4.2) is now easily proved by two applications of Lemma 8. Bibliography
